Notarius Optimizes
Engineering Productivity
Our digital signature solutions are transforming
professional practices. #DigitalTransformation
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30,000+ engineers use their digital signature at every step in the process
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From coast to coast

12 out of 12

Canadian engineering
associations issue CertifiO
digital signatures
Our signature solutions meet the
requirements of all jurisdictions.

Join other
professions
Used by nearly

50 associations
Used by architects and approved
by major firms, the CertifiO digital
signature integrates with a range
of projects.
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Be ready for
future challenges
Authenticate models

24 / 7

Sign from anywhere in the world,
any time of day. Don’t let a signature
prevent a project from moving forward.

Ensure the reliability
of your documents

100%
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The CertifiO digital signature
exceeds the requirements for the
authentication of engineering
documents in the United States.

CertifiO’s digital signature is an industryrecognized standard

Practise in other
provinces

FINAL
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verifiable

A CertifiO digital signature protects
your original document. All future
alterations are detected.

3D and BIM
With ConsignO Desktop authenticate
any type of production data, no matter
the format.

Take full control over
your digital identity

Always
under your control

When issued by your association,
the CertifiO signature confirms your
professional affiliation and you are
the only person who can use it.

Take advantage of the opportunity to go fully digital
Easy
deployment

Create savings
for other projects

2 to 6 months
for companies

With more than 25 years of experience and our
support services, firms transition to digital faster.

Savings between

83% and 86%
The status quo is more expensive than making the digital
transition which, in its totality, significantly increases
team productivity.
Source: Industry average and Electronic Signature & Records Association.

“

It increased the quality of our projects. And to me, that is more
important than the number of projects. Being able to provide
a better product is extremely important for our company.

”

Bill Moore, Associated Engineering Consulting engineering firm

ConsignO Desktop, the software designed for digital signatures
and engineers
Over the past 15 years, ConsignO Desktop has been continuously
optimized according to the engineering industry’s needs

Acrobat Reader

Advanced management of signature appearances

-

Adaptable to seal sizes

-

Customized date format

-

Creation and saving of signature zone templates

-

Batch signing

-

Batch stamping

-

Conversion to PDF/A

$

Verification of PDF/A compliance

$

Automatic verification of CertifiO signatures

-

The world is going digital.
Be digitally reliable.

notarius.com

sales@notarius.com

1 888 588-0011

